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Abstra t
Re ently, Bringer et al. proposed a new approa h for remote biometri based
veri ation, whi h onsists of a hybrid proto ol that distributes the server
side fun tionality in order to deta h the biometri data storage from the
servi e provider. Besides, a new se urity model is dened using the notions of Identity and Transa tion Priva y, whi h guarantee the priva y of
the identity-biometri s relationship under the assumption of non- olluding
servers. However, due to the high ommuni ation and omputational osts,
the systems following this model annot be implemented for large s ale biometri systems.
In this paper, we des ribe an e ient multi-fa tor biometri veri ation
system with improved a ura y and lower omplexity by onsidering the
range information of every omponent of the user biometri s separately. Also,
the new s heme is provably se ure based on the se urity model of Bringer
et al and implements a dierent database storage that eliminates the disadvantages of en rypted biometri templates in terms of iphertext expansion.
Also, we evaluate dierent Private Information Retrieval (PIR) s hemes appli able for this setting and propose a pra ti al solution for our s heme that
redu es the omputation osts dramati ally. Finally, we ompare our results
with existing provably se ure s hemes and a hieve redu ed omputational
ost and database storage ost due to the single storage of the ommon features of the users in the system and amortization of the time omplexity of
the PIR.
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1. Introdu tion
Biometri authenti ation ould be ategorized broadly as remote server
or lient end authenti ation, where in the rst ase, the remote server stores
the referen e biometri data and performs the mat hing. In a typi al biometri based remote authenti ation s heme, the user registers his identity
information and biometri s at the servi e provider. When the user wants to
authenti ate himself, the user provides a fresh biometri , whi h is ompared
to the previously stored biometri information and a de ision is made based
on a predened threshold.
For remote biometri systems, it should not be easy to obtain the biometri data by ompromising the entral server, where the biometri s of ea h
user is often asso iated with his personal information. This also ae ts the
so ial a eptan e of the biometri systems espe ially when biometri data is
stored in a entral database whi h an be vulnerable to internal or external
atta kers. Thus, the se urity and priva y prote tion of remote veri ation
should be enhan ed by implementing distributed biometri systems, where
the goal is to deta h the biometri data storage from the servi e provider
and to guarantee the notions of identity and transa tion priva y, whi h have
been re ently introdu ed as a new se urity model for biometri veri ation.
In this model, the user U registers its biometri template in leartext or in
en rypted form at the database DB . Besides, U registers his personal information and the index of the database storage lo ation of his biometri s at
the servi e provider SP . To authenti ate himself, U en rypts his (adjusted)
biometri template using a homomorphi en ryption s heme and sends this
to SP , whi h retrieves the index of U to be used in a Private Information Retrieval (PIR) proto ol between SP and DB . Finally, a de ision is made after
de ryption or in the en ryption domain by exploiting the homomorphi properties of the underlying en ryption s heme. Current systems implementing
this approa h provide provable se urity in this new model, however, the biometri templates are stored as en rypted that leads to high database storage
osts due to iphertext expansion. Besides, the use of number-theory based
PIR auses enormous omputational ost at the DB end. Consequently, one
has to design a se ure and e ient remote biometri veri ation s heme for
a distributed system, whi h minimizes the osts of storage, en ryption and
overall omplexity and thus, the s heme also be omes appli able to large
s ale systems.
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2. Related Work
The rst provably se ure remote biometri veri ation s heme for distributed environments is des ribed in the paper of Bringer et al. [4℄, where
the biometri template is assumed as a xed binary string that is stored as a
plaintext and a user sends the en ryption of ea h single bit using GoldwasserMi ali s heme resulting in a high transmission and omputation ost. Also,
the relationship between the user's identity and his biometri s is kept private
by employing a Private Information Retrieval (PIR) s heme with the ommuni ation ost linear in the size N of the database. Besides, an identi ation
s heme using a Support Ve tor Ma hine and Paillier Publi Key System is
des ribed in [3℄, where an atta k against the s heme of [4℄ is presented that
reveals the user's biometri data to SP . In [4, 3℄, a deta hed veri ation
unit is additionally required for the mat hing operation and the nal de ision. Furthermore, the s heme of [4℄ is improved in terms of ommuni ation
ost by ombining a PIR, a se ure sket h and a homomorphi en ryption
s heme [5, 6, 23℄. An overview of these systems is presented in gure 1.
Re ently, Sarier [20℄ proposed a new multi-fa tor authenti ation s heme
in the framework des ribed in [4℄ that a hieves improved omputational osts
due to the use of symmetri en ryption, whi h is mu h more vulnerable to
ryptographi atta ks ompared to asymmetri ryptography. The novel
feature of this system is the storage of a random pool of features instead
of the biometri templates of ea h user, whi h redu es the total database
storage ost. However, the s heme is not robust against the variability of the
same user's biometri data, i.e. white noise. Besides, the ommuni ation ost
is higher than the above systems that follow the same se urity model and no
formal se urity proof is presented. Finally, a survey of the distributed remote
authenti ation systems with deta hed biometri databases is presented in
[21℄.

3. Motivation and Contributions
Current biometri authenti ation systems designed in the framework of
Bringer et al. work only for biometri s that is represented in dis rete form
sin e the biometri s (for instan e iris) is assumed to be a binary string in
the Hamming spa e that is either stored as plaintext [4℄ or input to a se ure
sket h s heme for dis rete domain [5, 6, 23℄ . However, as it is noted in [22℄, it
is impra ti al to apply a binary error orre ting ode on a 2048 bits iris ode
3

Figure 1: Current Biometri Based Remote Veri ation Systems [21℄

with a large error orre ting apa ity. Also, many biometri templates onsist
of points that are elements of R, hen e to handle points in ontinuous domain,
one should quantize the points to a dis rete domain with a s alar quantizer
Qλ , where λ denotes the step size. After quantization, a odeword is assigned
for ea h feature by onsidering a odebook for ea h quantized domain and
by onsidering the range information of ea h feature separately to improve
the a ura y. This property was not addressed in the systems of [4, 5, 6, 23℄
and [20℄, where the latter omputes the hash of ea h biometri feature of
arbitrary length using some ollision-resistant hash fun tion or maps ea h
feature to an element of a nite eld dire tly as in fuzzy en ryption systems
[2, 18℄.
In many biometri appli ations, the ombination of dierent distan e metri s is required, thus, a two-part sket h an be designed to orre t the white
noise and repla ement noise sin e ea h point may be slightly perturbed (i.e.
white noise) and a small number of points may be repla ed (i.e. repla ement
noise) under noise. As in [22, 8℄, we fo us on the orre tion of white noise
and apply the white noise sket h of [22℄ although any se ure sket h for set
dieren e metri [14, 10℄ ould be further employed to orre t the repla ement noise. Besides, the se urity of ea h quantized feature is provided by
Ellipti Curve Dis rete Logarithm (ECDL) problem, whi h guarantees that
nding a given g and g a is pra ti ally impossible although al ulating g a is
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easy. Next, we present a formal se urity analysis in the model of Bringer et
al. and use bilinear pairings in equality testing for nal de ision as dierent
from previous systems. Moreover, we evaluate dierent aspe ts of the used
primitives and propose solutions for large biometri authenti ation systems
that ould be implemented for border ontrol appli ations. Also, a detailed
overview of urrent systems is presented and a typi al value for ea h parameter is assigned to have a better understanding of these systems.
In this paper, we des ribe an e ient multi-fa tor biometri veri ation
system with improved a ura y and lower omplexity by onsidering the
range information of every omponent of the user biometri s separately. Besides, an e ient and se ure form of feature storage is introdu ed and the
se urity of the system is formally analyzed. Parti ularly, we will onsider the
biometri data of a user as a set of quantized features, where ea h of these
features takes some value in some range in the dis rete domain. Furthermore,
ea h quantized feature is randomly lo ated as a separate entry in the database
instead of storing the biometri template (in leartext or in en rypted form)
of a user, whi h is a dierent te hnique from all the existing s hemes, sin e
ea h feature is stored only on e by dete ting the ommon features that are
already stored in the database. Spe i ally, ea h feature is stored in DB as
exponentiations of the generator g of the ElGamal group G implemented on
an ellipti urve. The se urity of ea h feature is provided due to the ECDL
problem, whereas in [20℄ that was provided using a ryptographi ally se ure
hash fun tion. Also, we try to solve the open problem stated in [20℄, namely
redu ing the ommuni ation and omputational ost of the distributed systems with deta hed biometri databases. For this purpose, the te hniques
of hashing and bat h odes are applied for amortizing the time omplexity
of PIR [17℄. Furthermore, dierent PIR systems are evaluated and a pra ti al solution is suggested for large s ale biometri systems that ould be
used in border ontrol appli ations. Based on this dierent approa h for the
database storage, we des ribe an e ient and a urate remote biometri based veri ation system, ompare our results with existing provably se ure
s hemes in the framework of Bringer et al.'s model and a hieve redu ed omputational ost and database storage ost due to the single storage of the
ommon features and amortization of the time omplexity of the PIR.
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4. Denitions and Preliminaries
Denition 4.1. Negligible Fun tion: negl(k) : N → R is a fun tion su h
that for every onstant c, there exists an integer kc with negl(k) < k−c for
all k > kc .

Denition 4.2.

Bilinear Pairing: Let G and F be multipli ative groups of
prime order p and let g be a generator of G, whi h is implemented on an
ellipti urve. Z∗p denotes Zp \ {0} and G∗ denotes G \ {1}, where {0} and
{1} are the identity elements of Zp and G, respe tively. A bilinear pairing is
denoted by ê : G × G → F if the following two onditions hold.
1. ∀ a, b ∈ Zp , we have ê(g a, g b ) = ê(g, g)ab
2. ê(g, g) 6= 1F , namely the pairing is non-degenerate.

4.1. Distributed Systems with Deta hed Biometri Storage

In re ent years, the priva y prote tion and the se ure storage of the biometri templates were addressed in a number of papers. As it is noted
in [23℄, priva y prote tion not only means the atta kers inability to ompromise the biometri template but also the prote tion of the sensitive relationship between the identity and the biometri information of the user.
To a hieve this property, the storage of personal identity information should
be separated from the storage of biometri s using the distributed stru ture
of [4, 5, 6, 23, 20, 3℄, whi h is omposed of the user Ui , the sensor lient
SC , the servi e provider SP and the database DB . Some systems require
the use of a smart ard for a multi-fa tor authenti ation [20℄ and/or a deta hed veri ation unit V U (or a Matcher ) [4, 3℄. The entities of the system
(i.e. Ui , SC , SP , V U and DB ) are independent (i.e. not olluding) of ea h
other and they are all assumed to be mali ious ex ept for the sensor lient.
This way, SP annot obtain the biometri s of the user and an have business agreements with dierent parties that make the sensor lient available
to users at dierent lo ations. Also, DB ould fun tion as a trusted storage
for dierent SP 's. Sin e SC aptures the biometri data and performs the
feature extra tion, a biometri smart ard readers ould be used as in [1℄ or
SC ould be installed as a Trusted Biometri Reader [19℄ where the smart
ard of the user for multi-fa tor authenti ation s hemes veries the orre tness of integrity he king of the TBR. This way, leakage of the biometri
data through CS is prevented. In our multi-fa tor veri ation s heme, no
deta hed veri ation unit V U is required as opposed to [4, 3℄ thus the overall
omplexity is redu ed.
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4.2. Se urity Requirements
4.2.1. Identity Priva y

Informally, this notion guarantees the priva y of the sensitive relationship between the user identity and its biometri s against a mali ious servi e
provider or a mali ious database even in ase of multiple registrations of the
same user with dierent personalized usernames. Briey, it means that the
servi e provider or the database (or an atta ker that has ompromised one
of them) annot re over the biometri template of the user [23℄.

4.2.2. Transa tion Priva y

Informally, transa tion anonymity means that a mali ious database annot learn anything about the personal identity of the user for any authentiation request made to the servi e provider [23℄.
The formal denition of the notions Identity and Transa tion priva y
ould be found in [4, 5, 6, 23, 3℄.

4.3. Private Information Retrieval (PIR)
In order to provide Transa tion Priva y, the systems in [4, 5, 6, 23, 20℄
employ a number-theory based PIR system, whi h allows the SP to retrieve
the i-th bit (more generally, the i-th item) from the DB onsisting of m
bits while keeping the value i private. The PIR of [11℄ has an additional
benet of retrieving more then one bit, and in parti ular many onse utive
bits [17℄. In this ontext, a Private Blo k Retrieval (PBR) proto ol enables
a user to retrieve a blo k from a blo k-database and the PIR/PBR setting
of [5℄ onsists of DB ontaining a list of N blo ks (R1 , ..., RN ) and the SP
that runs a PBR proto ol to retrieve Ri for any i ∈ [1, N].

4.4. Homomorphi En ryption
To make an authenti ation de ision in the en ryption domain based on
a ertain metri or to onstru t a number-theory based PIR proto ol, we
need a se ure ryptosystem that is homomorphi over an abelian group.
For a given ryptosystem with (Keygen, Enc, Dec) and the message and
iphertext spa es M, C that are groups Dec(Enc(a) ⋆ Enc(b)) = a ∗ b, where
a, b ∈ M , and ∗, ⋆ represent the group operations of M, C respe tively. The
homomorphi en ryption s heme that we employ for our setting is des ribed
as below.
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4.5. ElGamal En ryption S heme

Set up:

•

Let p be an lp -bit prime and q an lq -bit prime so that q divides
(p − 1). Let G be the subgroup of Z∗p of order q , and g be a generator
of G. Let Ω be a one-to-one en oding map from Zq onto G.

•

Key generation:
is y = g x .

The private key is x ← Zq orresponding publi key

•

En ryption:

•

De ryption: To de rypt a iphertext c = (u, v), one omputes w =
vu−x and re overs the original plaintext m = Ω−1 (w).

To en rypt a message m ∈ Zq , one en odes m by omputing w = Ω(m), randomly sele ts r ← Zq and omputes (u, v) =
(g r , y r w). The iphertext is c = (u, v).

This ryptosystem is one-way under the CDH assumption, and indistinguishability holds under the DDH assumption.

4.6. Variability of Biometri s
As in [22, 8℄, we fo us on the white noise, whi h means that ea h point in
the ontinuous domain an be perturbed by a distan e less than δ . Parti ularly, we assume that ea h biometri s an be written as a sequen e
b = (ν1 , ..., νk ) , where a feature ν is an element of the universe U su h
that ν ∈ R and 0 ≤ ν < 1. R denotes a similarity relation on U , R ⊂ U × U .
For ea h pair of biometri s (b, b′ ), one an write (b, b′ ) ∈ R, if there exists
a set S ⊂ b ∩ b′ with |S| ≥ t for some threshold t, and for every ν ∈ S
, |ν − ν ′ | < δ for some threshold δ . The quantizer Qλ is a member of a
family of quantizers Q parameterized by the step size λ, whi h is dened as
Qλ : U → M , where M denotes the set of nite points. In other words, a
quantization is applied to transform the points in the ontinuous domain to
a dis rete domain and the step size λ ∈ R as a measure of the pre ision of
the quantized biometri s. We assume that 0 < λ ≤ δ [22℄.
For example, for a feature ν ∈ R we employ a s alar quantizer Qλ with
step size λ = 0.001 to map the feature to an integer in [0,1000℄, su h that
Qλ (ν) = w . The quantization of b is dened as Qλ (b) = hQλ (ν1 ), ..., Qλ (νk )i
and the orresponding quantized domain is Mλ = [0, ⌈ λ1 ⌉].
Similar to the ase in the ontinuous domain, we have |w − w ′ | < δλ in
the quantized domain , where δλ = ⌈ λδ ⌉.
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Furthermore, for ea h quantized domain Mλ we onsider a odebook Cλ ,
where every odeword c ∈ Cλ has the form c = z(2δλ + 1) for some nonnegative integer z . We use Cλ (·) to denote the fun tion su h that given a
quantized feature w , it returns a value c = Cλ (w) su h that |w − c| ≤ δλ .
That is, the fun tion nds the unique odeword c that is nearest to w in the
odebook [22℄.

4.7. Se ure Sket hes
In many systems, biometri s is assumed as a xed binary string, whi h
is obtained by quantizing the features to generate multiple bits per feature,
oding per feature and on atenating the output odes to be used in error
orre tion oding (ECC) [9℄. The main purpose of Se ure Sket hes is to orre t the noise in the biometri measurement by using some publi information
P AR, whi h is derived from the original biometri template b as follows [10℄.

• The Gen fun tion takes the biometri s b as input and returns the publi
parameter P AR,
• The Rep fun tion takes a biometri b′ and P AR as input and omputes
b if and only if dis(b, b′ ) ≤ t, where dis() is the distan e metri used
to measure the variation in the biometri reading and t is the error
toleran e parameter.
An important requirement for su h a s heme is that the value P AR should
not reveal too mu h information about the biometri template b [7℄. The rst
s heme of [5℄ and the s heme of [23℄ implement a se ure sket h proto ol to
test for equality in the en ryption domain using the homomorphi property
of the en ryption system.
For our setting, we implement the white noise sket h of [22℄ that orre ts
the white noise on ea h omponent of the biometri ve tor is as follows:

• The Gen fun tion takes the quantized biometri s Qλ (b) = (w1 , ..., wk ) ∈
Mλ as input and omputes for ea h wi , ci = Cλ (wi ) and outputs the
publi parameter P AR = (∆1 , ..., ∆k ) = (w1 − c1 , ..., wk − ck ),
• The Rep fun tion takes a quantized fresh biometri Qλ (b′ ) and P AR
as input and omputes ci = Cλ (wi′ − ∆i ) for i ∈ [1, k] and outputs
Qλ (b) = (c1 + ∆1 , ..., ck + ∆k ).
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5. A New Biometri Authenti ation S heme
In this se tion, we present a new multi-fa tor biometri veri ation s heme
using a dierent approa h for storing the biometri features resulting in a seure and more e ient proto ol ompared to the existing proto ols. For this
purpose, we use ElGamal en ryption s heme and a suitable signature s heme.
Also, an e ient PIR proto ol is required, whi h allows SP to retrieve an
item from the DB without revealing whi h item SP is retrieving.

5.1. Authenti ation Workow
Our system onsists of four independent entities: A human user U with a
smart ard, the lient sensor CS , the servi e provider SP and the database
DB . Similar to existing authenti ation s hemes, our system is omposed of
two phases: the registration and the veri ation phase, where the registration
phase has a dierent stru ture ompared to existing s hemes.
1. In the registration phase, the human user U presents its biometri s b to
CS , whi h omputes the publi parameter P AR = (∆1 , ..., ∆k ) using
the odebook Cλi that is sele ted a ording to the range information
δλi of ea h quantized feature wi in the dis rete domain. The parameters of the transformations (λi , ∆i ) are stored in the smart ard of
U . Next, U registers ea h quantized feature after some transformation at a randomly sele ted storage lo ation ij in DB and registers his
personalized username ID at the SP . Finally, U stores the index list
Index = (i1 , ..., ik ) as en rypted with the publi key of SP in the smart
ard. Here, the size of the database is denoted as N and the dimension
of the user's feature ve tor is denoted as k .
2. In the veri ation phase, the user U presents its biometri s to CS ,
whi h omputes the feature ve tor b′ in the ontinuous domain. Using
the parameters stored in the smart ard, CS omputes wi = Cλi (wi′ −
∆i )+∆i via the P AR and the odebook Cλi for i = 1, ..., k . In pra ti e,
λi = δi as in [22℄. Using ryptographi te hniques, SP ommuni ates
with CS and DB to a ept or reje t the user U using the set overlap as
the distan e metri , where the threshold t represents the error toleran e
in terms of minimal set overlap.

5.2. Assumptions on the system
• Sampling Assumption : In the registration phase, enough number of
samples (biometri features) is obtained from ea h user to assign a
10

odeword ci ∈ Cλi for the omputation of P AR by onsidering the orresponding range information of ea h feature separately. The features
are always ordered and in ontinuous domain. The parameters of this
transformation (i.e. λi , ∆i ) are determined and stored in the user's
smart ard.

• Liveliness Assumption: This is an indispensable assumption for any
biometri system as it guarantees with high probability that the biometri s is oming from a live human user.
• Se urity link Assumption: To provide the ondentiality and integrity
of sensitive information, the ommuni ation hannel between U , CS ,
SP , DB should be en rypted using standard proto ols.
• Collusion Assumption: Due to the distributed system stru ture, we
assume that the user U , SP and DB are mali ious but they do not
ollude. Additionally, the CS is always honest.

5.3. Registration Phase
The registration phase onsists of the following initialization of the omponents.
1. The parameters of the ElGamal en ryption s heme are initialized by
hoosing the groups G and F of prime order p and g as a generator of
G. To avoid the en oding problem, we use the same group G and the
generator g as the ElGamal publi parameters for the DB, CS and SP
as in [23℄. Also, we denote a bilinear pairing as ê : G × G → F and use
a hash fun tion H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p .
2. DB generates an ElGamal key pair (pkDB , skDB ), where pkDB = (G, g, g db)
and skDB = db.
3. SP generates an ElGamal key pair (pkSP , skSP ), where pkSP = (G, g, g sp)
and skSP = sp.
4. CS generates an ElGamal key pair (pkCS , skCS ), where pkCS = (G, g, g cs)
and skCS = cs.
5. CS and SP generates two key pairs for a signature s heme.
6. The user U presents its biometri s to CS whi h extra ts the feature
ve tor b, quantize it to wi ∈ Mλi and omputes the P AR as des ribed
in se tion 4.7 .
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7. The user pi ks some random ij ∈ Z where 1 ≤ j ≤ k and registers g µj
at the lo ations ij of the database, where µi = H(wi ) for i ∈ [1, k].

Remark 5.1. If some of the lo ations ij 's are already o upied by other
features, then the user sele ts other random indi es. Also, if some of
the features of the user are already stored in DB , then DB returns the
indi es of the ommon features. Thus, ommon features are not stored
more than on e, whi h de reases the total storage ost of DB .
8. The user U registers its personalized username ID at the SP and stores
the index list Index = (i1 , ..., ik ) as en rypted with the publi key of
the SP together with the parameters in his smart ard.

5.4. Veri ation Phase
The veri ation phase has the following workow.
1. The user U presents its biometri s b′ to the lient sensor CS , whi h
extra ts the feature set, quantize it to dis rete domain using the parameters stored in the smart ard, applies the se ure sket h s heme
to error orre t ea h quantized feature wj′ as des ribed in se tion 5.1.
Next, CS omputes for ea h µ′j = H(wj′ ) with 1 ≤ j ≤ k ,
′

Vj = Enc([Enc((g µj ), pkDB )], pkSP )
CS also signs ea h Vj and sends for 1 ≤ j ≤ k , (Vj , σj ) and the enrypted index list to the servi e provider, where σj is the signature of
CS on Vj .
2. SP veries the signature and obtains the index list Index after de ryp′
tion. SP also de rypts Vj to obtain Enc((g µj ), pkDB ) = (Cj1 , Cj2 ).
3. For 1 ≤ t ≤ N , DB omputes Enc((g µt ), pkDB ) after an authenti ation
request from the SP .
4. SP runs a PIR proto ol using the index list of the user and obtains
Enc((g µj ), pkDB ) = (Cj3 , Cj4 ) for ea h j ∈ [1, k]. Next, SP sele ts
randomly sj ∈ Z∗p to ompute for 1 ≤ j ≤ k

2

Rj = Rj1 , Rj =
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Cj1
Cj3

sj  2 sj !
Cj
,
Cj4

5. SP he ks for 1 ≤ j ≤ k whether

ê(g db , Rj1 ) = ê(g, Rj2)
by omputing 2k bilinear pairings. Finally, SP ounts the number of
the equations satisfying the above ondition and based on the threshold
t, SP de ides to authenti ate or reje t U .

6. Analysis of the Proto ol
In the rst part, we evaluate the major se urity riteria that should be
satised in a biometri authenti ation system.

6.1. Se urity Proof for Identity Priva y
Sin e DB does not have a ess to any information about the user's identities, DB annot have any advantage in the Identity Priva y game des ribed
in [4℄. Even if both the SP and DB are ompromised, the adversary will
not nd a link between the identity data stored in SP and the biometri
features stored in DB sin e the SP does not store any index values of the
DB lo ations as opposed to the systems [5, 23, 4℄.

Lemma 6.1. The proposed s heme satises Identity Priva y against a ma-

li ious servi e provider under the semanti se urity of the ElGamal s heme
and the existential unforgeability of the signature s heme.
6.2. Se urity Proof for Transa tion Anonymity

At the registration phase, a user sele ts a random DB -index for ea h feature of his biometri s and ea h feature is stored as a separate entry using this
index value. Hen e, even if the database is ompromised, the atta ker would
not be able to nd an index that points to a biometri template stored as
leartext or en rypted. This also provides se urity against the database sin e
it only stores a randomly ordered pool of quantized features from dierent
users, where ea h quantized feature is hashed using a spe i ryptographi
hash fun tion and stored as exponentiations of the generator g of G in the
database.

Lemma 6.2. The proposed s heme satises Transa tion Anonymity against

a mali ious database under the semanti se urity of the ElGamal s heme.
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6.3. E ien y of the Proto ol
Our new design has the following advantages in terms of omputation
and storage osts.

•

E ient memory storage:

Sin e ea h feature is stored as a separate entry in the database, there ould be ommon features belonging
to dierent users. Thus, during registration phase, the database ould
he k for this situation and ould return the index of the previously
stored feature. This way, the size of the registered feature set and the
total storage in the database ould be smaller, whi h ould be observed
by referring to the experiment in [15℄, whi h measures minutiae pair
mat hes for ngerprint veri ation on a small ngerprint database of
100 users with 8 prints of the same nger as shown in Table 1. In this
experiment, the total number of pairs
of mat hed minutiae (i.e. n
=
1225
omparisons of ngerprints
gerprint feature) is ounted for 50
2
belonging to 50 dierent users. Sin e a ngerprint is represented by
30-50 minutiae [15℄, one an easily ompute that when our system is
applied even on su h a small database, we an redu e the storage ost
approximately by 10% (i.e, 3991/(50 · 1225 − 3991)). In ase of large
identi ation systems, the storage ost will de rease mu h more.
Table 1: The number of ommon features [15℄

No.of No. of Fingerprint Total Mat hed
Users Pairs Compared
Point Pairs
Same User
50
1400
37705
Di. User
50
1225
3991

Besides, sin e no biometri template is stored as an entry, there is no
need to apply a homomorphi en ryption s heme to store the biometri
template as en rypted, where the iphertext size is twi e the plaintext
size as in [23, 5℄ and the storage ost of ea h user in [6℄ is given as
128kbytes. Finally, the hoi e of the system parameters of [6, 4℄ results
in a onstraint on the size of DB . However, the database storage ost
of our system is (k − c) · P for ea h user due to the c ommon features
that are not stored twi e, where P is the size of an element of the
14

ellipti
urve.

•

urve group G. For instan e, P = 171 bits for a 160-bit ECC

Computational ost:

In [6, 4℄, the database performs O (N ) exponentiations modulo n2 [6℄ and modulo n [4℄, where n is an RSA modulus
with |n|=2048 bits. Similarly, the s hemes of [23, 5℄ require O (N ) exponentiations in the group on whi h the ElGamal publi key s heme
is dened. The omputational ost of our s heme is dominated by the
O (N ) exponentiations in group G. Finally, PIR proto ol also auses
high omputational ost requiring Ω(m) operations on the m-bit DB
[12℄ sin e if the DB does not pro ess some of its entries, it will learn
that the user is not interested in them, therefore the PIR system will
not provide full priva y.
In the following table, we summarize various remote biometri -based
authenti ation s hemes that satisfy the se urity model des ribed in
se tion 4.2. When we take typi al values for the parameters in Table
2, we obtain the following relations. For biometri modalities with
M =512 bytes template sizes [13℄ and for 160-bit ECC urves, M ≈ kP ,
if 20 ≤ k ≤ 30 as implemented in [22, 15℄. Also, for urrent PIR systems
with ommuni ation ost P IR, we have P IR << O(N).
Table 2: Comparison of various biometri authenti ation systems

Computation
Storage
Storage
Communi ation
Cost
at DB -index
per user
ost
M exp +
Sys. 1 [4℄
M bits
M bits
O(N )
(M N )/2 mult
Sys. 2 [3℄
O(N ) exp
|n|k bits
|n|k bits
O(N )
Sys.∗ 3 [5℄
O(N ) exp
2M bits
2M bits
P IR
Sys. 4 [6℄
O(N ) exp
|n| · M bits
|n| · M bits
P IR
Sys. 5 [23℄
O(N ) exp
2M bits
2M bits
P IR
New Sys.
O(N ) exp
P bits
(k − c)P bits
P IR
S heme

*The rst biometri s heme
Abbreviations: N = number of entries in DB ; k=dimension of the feature ve tor; M =
size of the biometri template; P =size of a single stored feature; c= number of ommon
features of a user; |n|=size of an RSA modulus
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6.4. Complexity of the PIR
Ex ept for the systems [3, 4℄ with ommuni ation omplexity O(N), the
ommuni ation ost of the systems evaluated in Table 2 is dominated by
the PIR, whi h is usually instantiated using the number-theory based PIR
systems su h as [11℄, whi h has urrently the best bound for ommuni ation
omplexity of O(log(m) + d), where d is the size of the blo k to be retrieved
from an m-bit DB . However, the omputational ost of a number-theory
based PIR is roughly a modular multipli ation per bit of DB , whi h limits
the usability of these s hemes ex ept for small DB s. In [12℄, the authors
suggest to use bat h odes to amortize the omputational ost of P IR with
a moderate in rease on the ommuni ation ost, whi h is already very low.
When the SP wants to retrieve k -bits (not ne essarily onse utive) out of
m-bit DB , bat h ode onstru tions an a hieve k 1+o(1) ommuni ation and
m1+o(1) omputation.
Sin e our system has to retrieve k non- onse utive blo ks of size P , a
naive solution is to just run the PIR solution of [11℄ with omplexity P IR
independently k times, whi h results in the omplexity of k · P IR. However,
in [17℄, the solution to the problem of retrieving k items that are not ne essarily onse utive is presented using hashing. This way, the omplexity is
mu h smaller than the naive solution, namely s · P IR, where s = σ log(kP ).
Furthermore, better performan e is derived via expli it bat h odes instead
of hashing, sin e small values of k do not work with hashing. The reader is
referred to [17℄ for a more detailed dis ussion of appli ation of bat h odes
for amortizing the time omplexity of PIR. Re ently, [16℄ introdu ed an ef ient noise-based PIR s heme, whi h is 100 times faster than all of the
number-theory based PIR systems and has reasonable ommuni ation. The
ommuni ation ost of [16℄ is not optimal as the ost of [11℄, however, ommuni ation ost is not the main performan e measurement of PIR due to the
enormous omputational ost at the DB -end for number-theory based PIR
s hemes [16℄.

6.5. A Pra ti al Solution
As it is noted in [16℄, the number-theory based PIR systems are impra tial ex ept for small DB s. Besides, the additional homomorphi en ryptions
performed for ea h entry of DB auses the systems to be unimplementable
for large DB s, even if the number-theory based PIR is repla ed by the noisebased PIR of [16℄. A pra ti al solution for large s ale biometri identi ation
systems ould be masking the index (or the index list for our s heme) of the
16

user with additional random indi es instead of using a PIR s heme. This
approa h leaks partial information on the item(s) that the user is interested
in, espe ially for the systems that store ea h biometri template as a single entry of DB . Thus, the probability of the DB to guess whi h user is
1
a tually authenti ating is Pr= S+1
, where S is the number of additional random indi es. However, in our system, ea h biometri feature of a user is
stored separately
at a random entry of DB , hen e the above probability is

Pr=1/ S+k
,
whi
h be omes negligible for suitable values of S . This way,
k
our system does not require a PIR and the total omputational ost is S + k
exponentiations in G instead of O(N), whi h results in a suitable system for
border ontrol appli ation, whi h requires biometri databases with millions
of users.

7. Con lusion
In this paper, we present a new design for remote biometri veri ation
that follows the state-of-the-art se urity model for biometri authenti ation
systems. Due to the orre tion of the white noise, our system is robust
against the variability of the user biometri s. Besides, a dierent storage
me hanism for the biometri data is introdu ed, whi h results in de reased
storage osts even in small databases due to the elimination of the iphertext
expansion problem aused by the en rypted template storage and due to
the single storage of the ommon features of dierent users. Thus, the size
of the stored biometri data is mu h smaller than in existing systems that
store biometri s as en rypted with publi key en ryption. The system ould
be applied to a variety of biometri s that ould be represented by a feature
ve tor, where ea h feature point ould be an element of R as in the ase of
most biometri modalities and there is no need for binarization of the feature
ve tor to generate a standard biometri template for ea h user ne essary for
se ure sket hes working in dis rete domain. As a nal point, we note that the
ompromise of the database (namely, a random pool of features) would not
help an atta ker in the re overy of a user's template, whi h ould otherwise
only be guaranteed by storing the biometri templates as en rypted.
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